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Shireen Taweel

The bathroom

The bathroom was always steamy, in the corner of the room, a single candle would infuse the hot
mist with a warm golden hue, that illuminated a group of girls skipping back into the 1950's, their
dresses and faces, fading from sight. Teddy bears, and illustrations of cartoon animals also faded
in the golden haze, all receding into a past of six or seven decades of dense moist bath times. The
pasted drawings and magazine cutouts were the passions of childhood defying both
condensation and the loss of something magical, a testament to the innocence of children. It was
all set upon an eclectic array of coloured and arabesque tiles, floor to ceiling, in the bathroom of
my grandmother’s house, although as with memory, it was all gradually losing its lustre over time.

On entering the bathroom I would perch myself upon a small stool situated in the centre of the
space. It was what we would call in Sydney, 'a vintage mid century milking stool', in Tripoli at my
grandmother’s house it was 'the bath stool', and it certainly was the only stool to have ever been,
in the bathroom. The timber had changed colour over the years, and the chair resembled a piece
of driftwood, a stool that had washed up on a beach somewhere in the Mediterranean. The timber
had greyed and the seat become smooth, I would guess from the shifting back and forth of soft
buttock skin coated in the lather, of the finest of Tripoli's olive oil soap.

Facing the stool was seated an immense hand hammered copper basin, engraved with arabesque
motifs. It was rustic yet wonderfully ornate, replete with stunning hammer marks and a natural
green patina. The basin reminded me of the copper domes on the mosques, that had been hand
formed by artisans in the souks, and weathering in the hot summers and wet winters of Tripoli. My
aunty would have the copper pot full of boiling water before I entered the room for each bath time.
I would sit dripping with the wetness of the room like the skipping girls covered in condensation,
and draw water from the pot with a large wooden ladle, and gently pour it over my body while
lathering myself with soap from the local soap makers. The fragrant olive oil and orange blossom
soap would permeate the bathroom air, an ever swelling golden mist of orange blossom
enveloping me upon my driftwood stool floating on the Mediterranean.

I loved to bathe at my grandmothers after spending a day in the medina. And most of all during
the winter months. I have been thinking about what could fill the void left by the disappearance of
a space and specifically a functional space full of emotions and intimate experiences. What would
fill a space which did remain, although family and friends have long since moved on or perhaps
passed away, and the original function of the space no longer exists. Do we need a physical
space to occasionally return to, in order for a richer and deeper experience of the past or would a
digital version of my grandmother’s bathroom be enough.
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Underhand push

Each morning I close my shoe drawer. It is often hard to push the drawer closed 
straight. I made it and it isn’t on tracks. It often jams. I automatically resort to what I 
call the ‘underhand push’ to close the drawer. The reason for this is perhaps, a.) the 

drawer is at my feet and it is more convenient to reach down in this way; 
b.) I think it's a cool move;    c.) both.
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Key hold

Old Lockwood door locks are beautiful. When they’ve been installed for some number 
of years they can get pretty demanding. One needs to develop a ‘knack’. This is my 
key hold ‘knack’ in action. Observe how contorted my hand gets as I push and turn 

the lock as to open the door at the same time. 
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Item pinch

I like looking at random objects. This piece of glass I found on a beach in Merimbula, 
NSW. You will have to guess what colour it is. It lives on the bookshelves at home and I 

look at it a few times a week. A random ritual with random objects.
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Latch pull

I hate the sound of the door this latch pulls. The pull pops the latch and door out of its 
frame with this creaking metalic sound.  This sketch almost gives me the same feeling. 
At the same time this sketch gives me relief as I know that when I look at it, the action 

won’t be followed by the awful sound!
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Overhand press

Less cool than the underhand press. I have to press my cupboard doors to get them to 
open. It’s not always successful. I’ve found that it takes practice. The right pressure 

needs to be applied. For your information, the occasion captured here was successful, 
believe me. 
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Hand mapping
by Annie McKinnon

Director, About Turn

My work is inextricably linked to human interactions 
with space and place. I’ve been cataloguing my hand
movements and what I do (automatically) each day. 
These sketches are part of an on-going observational 
study and are inspired by the seemingly mundane. 
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Contemporary Opera and Finding (or not) a Voice for Women:
Sydney Chamber Opera’s Future Remains

Karen Cummings

I came out of the performance of Sydney Chamber Opera’s Future Remains (comprising Leoš Janáček’s Diary
of One Who Disappeared, 1921, and its companion piece Huw Belling’s Fumeblind Oracle, 2021), perplexed
and unsettled. The quality of the performances was not the problem, and was in fact the highlight. The singing
in both pieces comprising Future Remains was transcendent, powerful and infinitely imaginative. Andrew
Goodwin gave a nuanced and polished performance and Jessica O’Donoghue is the kind of performer opera
needs: flexible, adventurous and expressive in voice and a skilled and riveting physical performer.

It is the works themselves that raised questions for me. Future Remains was a catalyst for considering the
many ways women in the operatic canon are subjected to forces they have no control over; angry, mean and
unreasonable gods, jealous, violent and despotic men and life circumstances the women in the pieces  seem to
have no ability to change.

Women in opera are allowed to speak (and sing), but mostly about love. Female characters who step out of line
are silenced, punished and very often killed. In an art form that is all about the voice, the female characters
ironically don’t have much of one. Opera has been heavily reliant on Greek mythology for inspiration almost
since its inception and it carries this legacy heavily. In these mythologies (some of which Fumeblind Oracle
draws on) womens’ voices are rarely heard in the public sphere. When they are heard, they are described as
irritating and their voices similar to the yapping of a dog. Women in Greek mythology who transgress through
speaking out of place have their tongues cut out, are turned into animals and worse.

We don’t have to venture very far back in Australian history to hear women who speak out in public life
described in similar ways. Many remember the hounding of Yassmin Abdel-Magied, the broadcaster and writer,
after she tweeted that Australians needed to remember on Anzac Day the fate of asylum seekers who were in
offshore detention. One commentator stated she would be tempted to run Yassmin Abdel-Magied over on
sight. A Federal Liberal politician called for her to self-exile and there were countless death threats. Yassmin
has permanently left Australia.1 The history of the abuse of women in public life who speak up has been told
and re-told. Women representatives and public servants in Federal and State Parliaments right now are
demanding to be heard in relation to gendered abuse in their workplace.

Fumeblind Oracle was created as a partner piece, intended to give the female character Zefka in Diary of One
Who Disappeared a voice to respond to the abuse she received from male protagonist Janik. (This gave Zefka
space to define herself outside the straight-jacketed role of object-of-desire.) However here, in Fumeblind
Oracle, Zefka is framed only in relation to Janik’s obsession with her and her only escape from that obsession is
to murder him.

Womens’ narrow sphere of influence in Greek mythology has had an enduring influence on Western societies in
general, and in opera in particular. This is discussed by Mary Beard, a classical scholar and feminist in
Women and Power.2. Beard analyses the ways that womens’ speech in Greek and Roman mythology was
confined to them defending their homes, their children, their husbands or the interests of other women. Beard
demonstrates the many ways these constraints on women’s speech are mirrored in contemporary Western
societies.

2
Beard, Mary. Women and Power. Liveright Publishing Corporation, New York. 2017.

1 Shau, Sami. What the fear of ‘getting Yasmined’ says about free speech and racism in Australia. Live Blog. ABC Radio National. Tues 7 May 2019.
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-05-07/sami-shah-fear-of-getting-yassmined-free-speech-in-australia/11054020
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Classical literature defines oratory as a male preserve and a woman with this skill as, by definition, not a
woman. Speaking for men or the community as a whole was a role reserved solely for men. The very tone and
timbre of a woman’s voice was considered a threat to the stability of society. This view of women runs deep in
opera.

It could be argued that Future Remains challenges the patriarchal view of womens’ central role as being mens’
object of desire. Some progressive rewritings of grand opera have attempted to challenge the essential
misogyny of opera. For example, director Barry Kosky rewrote Bizet’s Carmen to have Carmen kill Don Jose
and return at the end of the opera to sing the Habanera.

Kosky recognises that such rewritings do not overturn the history of opera as a history of misogyny. Such
rewriting doesn’t erase centuries of repressive stories. Kosky said, “If people want to investigate this very
important subject matter then write new pieces… It could be the case that, while Carmen says a lot, it may not
quite say enough.”3

So it is with Future Remains. It says a lot, but not enough.

The internationally renowned flamenco dancer María Pagés also created a work that investigated the highly
charged figure of Carmen. She spent time talking with women from different countries and cultures to reframe
this story. The character of Don Jose does not appear in this flamenco performance Yo, Carmen (We,
Carmen).

Pages says of this choice: 

“The first thing I did to get rid of the artifice was to get rid of him (Don Jose)! Yo, Carmen is not the story
of Carmen of Merimée. It’s … the challenge to try and tell the story of real women, getting rid of all the
stereotypes that we’ve had all our lives – one of them being Carmen… She’s an invention. An invented
character. Solely for the service of showing her passion, her misery. It’s totally masculine.” 4

In many ways the character of Zefka is  a male invention much like the character of Carmen.

New operatic works have to go further than rejecting the old operatic tropes. For many women who have
experienced gendered abuse, seeing it depicted on stage is an ordeal to be endured and neither provides
release or new insight. A number of Sydney Chamber Opera productions explore the suffering and abuse of
women. The Howling Girls, La Passione de Simone and The Rape of Lucretia are three that come to mind. This
is not to say that opera isn’t a place where difficult subjects can be examined, including violent ones. It is that it
needs to go further, to shed new light, to take our understanding further: to be part of the discourse and move it
forward.

An example of a work that does place itself in the middle of contemporary debate is Tyshawn Sorey’s staged
music theatre work: Josephine, A Portrait, directed by Peter Sellars. The work drew on the life of the artist and
activist Josephine Baker to draw links with the Black Lives Matter Movement.5 It uses a score by Tyshawn
Sorey to draw a picture of the violence of white supremacy and the determined path Josephine Baker forged as
a performer and activist, told in Baker’s own words.

If contemporary opera is to break with opera’s fixation on female characters as “mad, bad and sad” 6 it needs to
give its female characters a voice and the ability to use that voice for some broader purpose other than for

6 Appignnanesi, Lisa. Mad, Bad and Sad. A History of Women and their Mind Doctors. W.W. Norton and Co, New York. 2008.

5 https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/23/arts/music/josephine-baker-a-personal-portrait-prepares-for-mostly-mozart-festival.html

4 Ibid

3 How Carmen went from tragic heroine to feminist icon

https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20180207-how-carmen-went-from-tragic-heroine-to-feminist-icon
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solely for herself, her family or other women. Contemporary opera needs to move away from defining women
predominantly by their bodies and of depicting suffering as an inherent part of the female condition.

So how does Future Remains break from the operatic tradition in its depiction of its female characters?
Janáček’s Diary of One Who Disappeared is a familiar story about the obsession of a man for a young woman
(who we almost never hear from). The work was performed by the Royal Opera in 2019 and, similarly to SCO’s
production, had additional material written for it. The Royal Opera production was described in a Guardian
review as, “At its best it is erotic and troubling.”7 This production drew inspiration from Janáček’s real life
obsession with a much younger woman. The reviewer had no issue with the depiction of Zefka in the expanded
work, only with the updating of the production to modern times.8

The song cycle depicts in exhaustive and exhausting detail (22 songs) the struggle of the young man between
his “uncontrollable” desire and the object of that desire: Zefka, the gypsy girl. We are told Zefka runs away from
Janik when she first sees him. (She should have kept running.) She is portrayed in his words as a temptress, as
bewitching and taking from him his control over desire. He curses Zefka.

That men who obsess over possessing and controlling women also hate them, is a revelation that needs
something other than mere depiction to be relevant in 2021. There are women writers and composers who are
exploring gendered violence in ways that give the women themselves voice. It is difficult to interpret The Diary
of One Who Disappeared as anything other than a repetition of the “she made me do it” justification of
gendered violence. The companion piece Fumeblind Oracle didn’t challenge this trope in any way that made
sense to this audience member.

With searching eyes she looked at me
then swift as a bird flew,

but left me yearning after her
for all that day, all that day through.

Who’s there waiting for me?
Oh that she would turn to stone!

My poor head is throbbing,
and like a fire has grown.

Who’s there waiting for me?
Oh that she was turned to stone! 9

The song cycle ends with a child being born and the young man leaving his family and community to be with
Zefka and her community of gypsies (who he despises).

What has come over me?
What is it I have done?
Must I now learn to love

Gypsies who call me son?
Father a Gypsy lout?
Mother a Gypsy slut?

Better that a finger
from my own hand were cut.10

10 Ibid.

9 https://www.oxfordlieder.co.uk/song/3413

8 Ibid

7 The Diary of One Who Disappeared review – Ivo van Hove gives Janáček a maverick update

https://www.oxfordlieder.co.uk/song/3413
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2019/jun/06/janacek-the-diary-of-one-who-disappeared-review-ivo-van-hove-linbury
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This is the kind of unlikely ending fitting of such an old misogynist trope. The song describing his leaving his
homeland suggests deep tragedy- but whose?

No escape can there be,
fate’s bidding must be done.

Zeffka waits for me there,
in her arms, my own son.11

The Diary of One Who Disappeared and Fumeblind Oracle are performed by musicians and artists at the top of
their games and they elevated the works through sheer willpower, courage and incredible artistry. My question
is: do we need another operatic work where the main female character is framed in relation to the male
character and who appears to be relentlessly traumatised by the experience? At one point in Fumeblind Oracle
the female singer appears almost naked and drenched in blood. An image that seems to have been used so
often for theatrical effect that I thought it was gracelessly retired.

Reviews of the work were generally positive. Peter McCallum called it “thought provoking and excellent”, and
wrote of Flumeblind Oracle, “[its] concise texts explore classical antecedents for reclamations of the female
self.” 12

Some reviewers had reservations. The Nightwrites reviewer articulated many of the misgivings I had about the
work: “(It) draws on ancient classics like Sappho, Homer, and Greek mythology to illustrate Zefka’s reclamation
of her story… the production quickly loses touch with contemporary feminism … As a result, the message is
hollow and overwrought, speaking to or for nobody in particular.”13 Stagewhispers reviewer Martin Portus wrote
“while O’Donoghue is outstanding, our empathy for her and her journey stutters by end”.14 The reviewer does
not elaborate on why our empathy is exhausted by the end of the work. It may be that the character of Zefka in
both works feels like an artificial construct created to make a point that doesn’t need to be made.

Zefka is confined to only speaking about herself in relation to the man who was obsessed with her, and then her
ultimate power was in killing him. Attempts to reclaim fundamentally misogynistic themes in opera can come off
confusing at best, and at worst, not worth the attempt.

“We can have a good conversation about how to stage the misogyny of the past — but what are we doing
today?”
Esther Nelson of Boston Lyric Opera said, emphasising that there is no room for complacency. “We are no
longer in a century where a woman has to die in order to be a heroine.” 15

We need new fantasies and stories in opera where the women in them do not always have to suffer because of
their gender, be the bearer of the world’s burdens or act as the object of men’s desire. For operas such as
Fumeblind Oracle to truly break with opera’s historic baggage it would need to do something more than
describe and depict the problem. Otherwise such works err on the side of trauma as spectacle and a
reinforcement of the old tropes in opera.

Women composers, performers and interested commentators are pushing for the funding and programming of
opera to be radically re-considered, and for it to include the voices of women and especially of culturally diverse
women. In Australia in 2019, following the New Opera Workshop, a group of women composers, performers
and writers demanded systemic change through a call to action including:

15 The Redoing of Women. By Heidi Waleson | by OPERA America

14 Portus, Martin. Future Remains. Online Magazine. (Undated) https://www.stagewhispers.com.au/reviews/future-remains

13 Future Remains. Sydney Chamber Opera. Nightwrites. Jan. 11, 2021. https://nightwrites.com/2021/01/11/future-remains-sydney-chamber-opera/

12 Mc Callum, Peter. Thought Provoking and Excellent: Future Remains is a rich musical work. The Sydney Morning Herald. Jan. 7, 2021.
https://www.smh.com.au/culture/opera/thought-provoking-and-excellent-future-remains-is-a-rich-musical-work-20210107-p56sby.html

11 Ibid.

https://medium.com/@OPERAAmerica/the-redoing-of-women-73e929f19846
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“We want to decolonise the distribution of power so that the stories and the creative work of women and
all people with diverse voices resonate equally with that of men.” 16

In the USA Louisa Proske, co-artistic director of Heartbeat Opera, comments on the operatic canon:

“Opera has a lot to say about power relationships and the place of women in society... These are some
of the most expensive attempts at understanding people — individually and collectively, women and
men. We need to probe, to wrestle robustly with these pieces, and bring out what they have to say.” 17

But what if these operas provide a view of the world that cannot be reconciled or negotiated with? Diary of One
Who Disappeared is a work that seems beyond repair.

In the UK, Sarah Crabtree - creative producer at Royal Opera - said in 2018, “I think we know that opera
particularly has had a difficult relationship with women and gender, and it has been for rather a long time
inherently misogynistic.” Crabtree discusses the responsibility of Opera companies to balance their role as
‘custodians’ of the ‘historical canon’ with a need to respond to opera’s historic misogyny. After audience uproar
at the on stage depiction of young women being molested by soldiers in a recent production of Rossini’s William
Tell, Covent Garden committed to “bring in more female directors and creative teams to gain a 'new
perspective' on the classics. They also want to produce new contemporary works that fit the 21st century, and
from next month they want to run a series of events and debates aimed at tackling misogyny.” 18

There are many exciting works being written by women that do break with the tradition of women only speaking
about their own experience or that of other women (important though this may be.) Sarah Kirkland Snider has
written a Mass for the Endangered (an elegy for the extinction crisis), Cat Hope tackles Australia’s treatment of
children in immigration detention, Deborah Cheetham has written a body of work examining Australia’s history
of genocide and abuse of Aboriginal peoples in Australia; Holly Herndon uses her history in church choirs for
inspiration to write an ecstatic elegy on our human relationship with all living things, technological worlds and all
physical matter. There are many more.

Sydney Chamber Opera is a dominant voice in independent opera in NSW and programs works that Opera
Australia would not produce. It has created an important space for contemporary opera and a place for a range
of artists to develop 21st century creative practices. Their artistic leadership has committed to systemic change
in response to the call for action by Australian women composers, performers and writers. At the time of writing
Sydney Chamber Opera has two female artistic associates, the extraordinary performer and devisor Jane
Sheldon and Danielle Maas, a devisor, director and dramaturg of live performance. It would be a large step
forward to see more than two women in a seven person artistic team.

I hope to see more works from Sydney Chamber Opera that represent women in ways that break more
fundamentally with the operatic canon. There is an ongoing movement to see more diverse voices in this space
and one company cannot possibly represent the range of voices we need to hear from. Sydney Chamber Opera
has demonstrated that there are more than enough highly skilled and inspiring performers to support a wider
range of works and companies. Lets see it happen.

18 Riley, Ed. Royal Opera Vows to re-think ‘sexist classics’ where women are mutilated, raped or married off after facing criticism about onstage misogyny
in the wake of MeToo Daily Mail. 26 Dec. 2018
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6530151/Royal-Opera-vows-think-sexist-classics-wake-MeToo-movement.html

17 Waleson, Heidi. The Redoing of Women. Op.cit.

16 A Call For A More Inclusive Future for Opera . Australian Music Centre. Resonate Magazine. 14 May 2019.
https://www.australianmusiccentre.com.au/article/a-call-for-a-more-inclusive-future-for-opera
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Daniel Portelli

Music in
Impossible Spaces
IMAGINARY CONCERT /
DEFINING THE IMPOSSIBLE
I had a dream of an imaginary concert. I was listening to the premiere of my new music,
which I have no recollection of composing. Sitting in the audience, I listened with fascination
to this dark, discordant, fractured work, which was dense in texture. It sounded like it had a
microtonal system beyond the 5-limit, with a nuanced relationship between tones. Perhaps a
hybrid instrument? I tried to see the performer and instrument on stage, but all I could see
was an impressionistic blur.

Dreams, for many people, can be a type of heterotopia – a safe space for the mind to wander
and express what is not possible in the outside world. This is especially true in the context of
a global pandemic or any other tragedy. Heterotopias are complex multitemporal spaces.
They can be physical or mental spaces1 that break from the normative set of relations that
define our everyday conventionality. Heterotopias allow people to act out different modes of
being, how we relate to each other, and express differing systems of thought and behaviours
that can liberate or oppress us. Foucault usually refers to heterotopias as ‘different spaces’ –
such as prisons, cemeteries, museums, gardens, libraries, and art galleries. But his definition
was vague and problematic. Some believe the definition was more suited to fictional
representations of these places, that are in the realm of the impossible.2 Back in 1967, when
Foucault coined the term, he could not have predicted the virtual spaces and subcultures
people inhabit today.3 William Forsythe even describes the human body as a heterotopia, as
bodies also take up space. As he explains, when the dancers’ shapes are translated into sound
their bodies occupy other spaces and become heterotopias.4 But what is our experience of the
real anyway? The real can be defined as the direct perception of external stimuli as it exists
also known as our veridical perception. How can this understanding of heterotopias be
understood in relation to what is imagined, fictional, simulated, virtual, or to notions of the
ideal?

4 Daisy Schofield, “Sex workers are thriving on Animal Crossing.” I-D Vice, June 16, 2020,
https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/qj4kdx/sex-work-animal-crossing-new-horizons-bdsm-financial-domination.

3 Mihai Burlacu, “The “Virtual Heterotopias”: Reimagining Nature-Culture Relations, Institute of Ethnology”, Czech Academy of Sciences,
vol. 104, no. 2 (2017): 183-198.

2 Kelvin Knight, “Placeless places: resolving the paradox of Foucault’s heterotopia.” Textual Practice, Routledge, vol. 31, no. 1, (2017): 142.

1 Jennifer Charteris, Marguerite Jones, Adele Nye, and Vicente Reyes. “A heterotopology of the academy: mapping assemblages as
possibilised heterotopias.” International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education, vol. 30, no. 4 (2017): 340.
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VIRTUAL / IMAGINARY /
DISEMBODIED / DOUBLE
HETEROTOPIAS
The term virtual heterotopia has been used to describe experiences such as reading a book,
watching cinema, playing a video game, or listening to music. When people think of the
virtual, they may think of computer simulated reality, but dreams are also a constructed
virtual reality made by the brain. It involves virtual representations of people simulated in our
own inner virtual world.5 They are sites of contradiction, reversal, or transformation,6 where
the rules of reality break down, and spaces mirror, distort or unsettle other spaces.7

In 2020, because of coronavirus, and because a bill in the US was introduced to curb online
sex trafficking, sex workers and BDSM workers turned to the new online platform Animal
Crossing to meet with clients. Some met in virtual gardens where clients weed with only a
paper bag on their head, engage in financial dominations, or are whipped by a butterfly net.8

BDSM is already a heterotopia – a group marginalized by society where the legality of the
‘hard’ aspects of sadomasochism are always in question.9

I call this a double heterotopia, when one place of refuge (meeting in a virtual garden during
a pandemic) is nested inside another (the BDSM community). A juxtaposition between
spaces. A sanctuary in a placeless place. When spaces of refuge sit within spaces of
Otherness. A temporal division inside a temporal division. Another way of thinking about a
double heterotopia would be to imagine a cemetery in a prison or a circus in an art gallery.
In the context of music, it would be like dreaming of a concert while sleeping on a boat.

Dreaming is much like a boat as it floats on a river. A moving piece of space that is knocked
about by the changing water surface.10 The space on the boat is like the stillness of the body
and the water beneath is the dream that pushes the boat in all different directions. But what is
space? And is dreaming a space?

THE FIDELITY OF SOUND AND
COLOUR IN DREAMS
In this context, dreams are seen as virtual representations of space, and states of
consciousness as imaginary places. We also dream of impossible spaces. So, music in
impossible spaces, is, for me, music performed in a dream. But in order to do that we have to
look at its sensorial dimension.

10 Victoria Jones, “An Outline of Foucault's Six Principles of Heterotopia”, YouTube video, 2010,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFcxzoPbJis&ab_channel=VictoriaJEJones.

9 Thalia Anthony, “Is It Legal To Engage In ‘Hard’ BDSM?,” Life Hacker, April 3, 2017,
https://www.lifehacker.com.au/2017/04/fifty-shades-of-grey-and-the-legal-limits-of-bdsm/.

8 Daisy Schofield, “Sex workers are thriving on Animal Crossing.” I-D Vice, June 16, 2020,
https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/qj4kdx/sex-work-animal-crossing-new-horizons-bdsm-financial-domination.

7 Jennifer Charteris, Marguerite Jones, Adele Nye, and Vicente Reyes. “A heterotopology of the academy: mapping assemblages as
possibilised heterotopias.” International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education, vol. 30, no. 4 (2017): 340.

6 Nicholas Reyland, “The Spaces of Dream: Lutosławski's Modernist Heterotopias.” Twentieth-Century Music, 12(1), (2015): 37-70.

5 Pilleriin Sikka, “How To Study Dream Experiences,” in Dreams: Understanding Biology, Psychology and Culture (in press) ed. Katja Valli
and Robert J. Hoss (Greenwood, 2019), 153-165.
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There have been studies which have tried to measure the colouration or the absence of colour
in dreams.11 It was thought that people dreamed in black and white during the era of black
and white television and cinema.12 But there is uncertainty about whether the dreams
themselves were black and white or if it was people’s inability to recall the colouration of
their dreams.

This article is not intended to be about the subjective meaning of dreams. Contemporary
perspectives into dreams13 are not concerned with interpreting the content of the dreams and
how it might relate to people’s lives. They look more at empirical evidence and objective
trends across large populations of people. They are looking at creating the most ideal
situation of capturing dreams via dream reporting to give the most accurate depictions of the
dreaming experiences.14 As well as finding correlations between neural activity and
phenomenological experiences.15 This trust in dream reporting, as the best evidence of dream
experiences, is called the transparency assumption.

But what I am looking to explore here, building on Windt’s dream research, is what are the
listening capabilities possible in a dream? What is its frequency or dynamic range? Do these
parameters change from person to person? Is it possible that sound hallucinations behave
differently, in their variability, to visual hallucinations? Could someone describe the fidelity
or quality of the sounds they dream? Is it possible to dream in complex states of time? And
what durations are possible? Musicians are more likely to dream about sound as they are
more attuned with their auditory cortex, and their ability to articulate music in words would
surely help with the reporting.

MUSIC DREAMING ACROSS
CULTURES
I am intentionally distancing myself from the cultural trope of musicians who hear a song in a
dream and then transcribe it into music. The western romantic version of this appears rather
superficial compared to the history of dream composition seen in First Nations people of
Australia, where sacred songs are obtained from ancestors in dreams in a process known as
‘re-dreaming’.16 This can often mean that there is no human authorship of these songs.17

Anthropologist Katie Glaskin uses a classification system that makes the distinction between
whether a song is ‘oneiric’ (originated in a dream) or was ‘made in the head’.18

Along with the practices of First Nations people, there are particular societies who are more
prone to dream about music than other societies, such as the Pima, the Yuman and the
Shoshoneans, a group of Indian tribes19 where music, dreaming, and teaching music is an
integral part of life. In some regions, in order to sing, one must first dream one’s own song.20

20 Irving, J. Massey, “The musical dream,” 42.

19 Irving, J. Massey, “The musical dream revisited: Music and language in dreams.” Psychology of Aesthetics, Creativity, and the Arts, S(1),
(2006): 42.

18 Jim Wafer, “Everything,” p. 16.
17 Jim Wafer, “Everything,” p. 4.

16 Jim Wafer, “Introduction: everything got a song.” in Recirculating songs: Revitalising the singing practices of Indigenous Australia, ed.
Jim Wafer and Myfany Turpin (2017): 4.

15 Julian Mutz, and Amir-Homayoun Javadi, “Exploring the neural correlates of dream phenomenology and altered states of consciousness
during sleep Neuroscience of Consciousness, Volume 2017, Issue 1.

14 Windt “Reporting dream experience”, 8.
13 Windt 2020, 2018, 2013.
12 Windt “Reporting dream experience”, 7.

11 Jennifer Michelle Windt, “Reporting dream experience: Why (not) to be skeptical about dream reports.” Frontiers in Human
Neuroscience, 7, 708 (2013): 7.
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THE PERFORMANCE PRACTICE
OF DECORPOREALISED MUSIC
Dreaming is a disembodied state. It is equivalent to your brain floating in a tank and your life
being stimulated on a computer. You are decorporealised being detached from the physical
reality.21 Jennie Gottschalk discusses the topic of imaginary music in her book Experimental
music since 1970,22 and refers to it as disembodied sounds. Gottschalk uses the example of
Peter Ablinger’s piece WEISS / WEISSLICH 11B (1994-), where one is to bring awareness
to/and perform with the musicality of their inner reading voice. This introspective
‘self-listening’ is compared to the inner experiences when listening to ‘real’ music. I
performed this work myself in a workshop in Huddersfield, 2015, run by Liza Lim, and found
the intense intimacy slightly confronting in front of an audience. It requires you to be in two
minds. Firstly, listening to your own inner thoughts, and secondly, trying to make those inner
thoughts waver in and out of the thresholds of audibility.

(MIS)PERCEPTION / ERRORS /
CONCEPTUAL SPACE
Daily experience is full of interruption and errors in perception. 30 to 50% of our waking life
consists of the mind-wandering.23 24 Such errors put into question the levels of determinacy,
indeterminacy, and agency we have in our daily lives. When a musician daydreams during a
performance – the sudden shift in attention can be constructive in adding subtle variations of
the musical expression. Think of an improviser’s purposeful reactions to their own
involuntary behaviours - that may have led them to spontaneously change key. Other
musicians on autopilot after months of practice allowing them to push through the dips and
lapses of their attention. As Windt explains,

This then leads to the claim that conscious experience itself is in a sense virtual,
an internal simulation upon which external stimuli exert a merely modulatory
influence. In a sense, waking is just a form of online dreaming.25

So, even without being a brain in a tank, the mind still constructs what we experience. It acts
as a veil. Our brain also projects, what you could call, ‘conceptual space’ (Brenner 2019)26

onto the structures and world we inhabit. It affects our perception of time and how we listen
to music. As Gottschalk explains,

26 Manuel Brenner, “The Geometry of Thought…how the brain creates conceptual spaces,” Medium, November 1, 2019,
https://towardsdatascience.com/the-geometry-of-thought-700047775956.

25 Jennifer Michelle Windt, “Predictive brains, dreaming selves, sleeping bodies: how the analysis of dream movement can inform a theory
of self-and world-simulation in dreams.” Synthese, 195, (2018): 2577–2625.

24 For an example of misperception and illusion see this video on binocular rivalry - https://vimeo.com/282140221 also see
http://www.memo.tv/works/fight/

23 Alyx Gorman, “Welcome to my nightmare: researchers to investigate the strange world of Covid dreams”, The Guardian, September 1,
2020,
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2020/sep/01/welcome-to-my-nightmare-researchers-to-investigate-the-strange-world-of-covid-dre
ams.

22 Jennie Gottschalk, Experimental Music Since 1970, Bloomsbury Academic, 2016.

21 Santiago Gabriel Calise, “A Decorporealized Theory? Considerations About Luhmann’s Conception of the Body,” Pandaemonium, São
Paulo, vol. 18, no. 26 (2015): 104-125.

https://vimeo.com/282140221
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… to see time as having its own structure; not as something imposed on it from
the outside by music, but something which is already present, which exists
alongside the music.27

We are full of complex structures that change our perception as we co-exist with the music.

CONSCIOUSLY INFLUENCING
INVOLUNTARY EXPERIENCES
Considering the recent neuroscientific and philosophical perspectives on dreams, I decided to
write a short excerpt of music to be performed in another person’s dream, Dream Recorder.28

I was interested in whether a performer could have any conscious or unconscious agency in
forming their interpretation of the work. By unconscious agency I mean consciously
influencing what will be in your memory and dreams leading up to the event. Thematic
content of thoughts and dreams can be predetermined, directly or indirectly.29 Although the
memory may come to mind involuntarily, it was at some point a conscious decision to embed
the idea into the memory – and associating multisensory or strong personal emotions to the
idea can help with intentional involuntary memory recall.

To perform this work, a person would need to practice lucid dreaming. There have been
recent scientific discoveries into methods for making lucid dreaming more effective.30

External signifiers can be used during REM sleep to help people indicate they are dreaming,
such as flashing red lights and short pulsating violin sounds.31 It is also possible to
communicate with someone who is asleep. In study, lucid dreamers answered math questions
with their eye movements.32 REM is usually when lucid dreaming would most likely occur,
particularly during the end of sleep when the duration of REM increases.

SCORES FOR DREAMS AND
OTHER STATES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
A processual mindset is needed when engaging with these types of scores. They may seem
more like thought experiments or theoretical scores, but they are plausible - and can be
realised with the right person under the right conditions.
 
The hypnagogic hallucinations stage occurs when you first fall asleep – a transitional state
between wakefulness and sleep. Music in Impossible Spaces is a work for a solo performer of
any instrument, who imagines a performance in the hypnagogic state. The performer is to do
this while in a heterotopic location, such as: a place of crisis, deviation, of, or outside of,
time; a place of ritual or purification; a space of illusion; or a space that is other. The
performer is encouraged to bring their own thoughts, ideas, and desires to the imagination of

32 Konkoly et al., “Real-time,” 4.
31 Karen R. Konkoly et al., “Real-time dialogue between experimenters and dreamers during REM sleep,” Current Biology 31 (2021):15.
30 Denholm J. Aspy, “Findings From the International Lucid Dream Induction Study”, Frontier Psychology 11, (2020):1746.
29 Eric Klinger, “Goal Commitments and the content of thoughts and dreams: basic principles.” Frontier Psychology, 4: 415 (2013).
28 http://danielportelli.com.au/dream-recorder/
27 Jennie Gottschalk, Experimental Music Since 1970, (Bloomsbury Academic, 2016), 135.
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the concert. They are to contemplate the concert deeply right up until the moment of sleep
allowing the involuntary nature of the hypnagogic hallucinations to take over. The performer
wakes up, writes down what happened, and the description of the work is to be turned into a
waking performance. The performer then uses their dream report to influence a hallucination
in the hypnopompic phase just before waking up. The performer writes another dream report
which is also used to construct the concert.
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Of fantasy and conspiracy
by Ria Andriani

Do you believe in fantasy?

Clap your hands if you believe in fantasy!

Do you believe in Santa?

Don’t forget to notch the carrots after the children go to bed.

Do you believe the US election was stolen …?

***

In the last few years, we’ve been witness to an extraordinary phenomenon. That a mass of people
stopped being able to tell the difference between myths and reality. The sane and logical calls them
“believers in conspiracy theories”. But as the new decade rolls in, the problem deepens. It consumes
the sane and logical.

It flourishes extraordinarily well in the West, especially in the US, UK and Australia.

The rideshare drivers that you meet believe in it. Your neighbours expound their theories across your
fence line. Your uncles, aunties and parents want you to know that their opinions are right. And your
friends …

In the US, it culminated in the high drama of January 6.

Once upon a time we might call this phenomenon a new religion. A man’s way to make sense of the
stories which are too complex to understand. We try to follow, and have found flaws. So we turn our
back, again and again, and some end up believing in Q.

As someone who loves to read myths, I find it fascinating that the old tropes are present in conspiracy
theories. Yet whilst my training in text dissection, courtesy of my Arts degrees offer some protection
towards unproven conspiracies, it doesn’t diminish the disgust and sadness I feel.
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The last few years have seen fact-bound journalists and lovers of fictions alike scratching their heads
over what is happening globally. That as a society, we’ve gotten collectively tired of facts and expert
opinions and would rather put our faith in the unqualified explanations of fringe prophets as long as
they have a good conspiracy to spin. The weirdest aspect is that most often their theories resemble
synopses of fictional works.

There’s a parallelism between the accounts of people who follow QAnon and, say, the plot of Mocking
Jay – the last instalment of The Hunger Games. In brief, a bunch of people who are hungry for facts
get a drip feed of revelations in their medium of choice.

In Suzanne Collins’ fictional world of Panem, it comes in the form of a brave TV crew shooting and
airing videos in bomb-riddled towns. In the conspiracy world of message boards, Q posts appear with
the next instalment of revelations about how brave Trump foils the plot of his children-eating enemies.

As a fiction lover, I can understand the familiar seduction in the tug of Q’s infrequent posts. After all,
this is how serial novels and TV series operate to hook people in. Those hooks have been used to
make ordinary people into conspiracy consumers. But those same hooks also make it easier to
separate it from reality. Perhaps in the end, there is still some common ground. The tropes are still
part of our shared heritage.

Neil Gaiman once says that as human beings, we are hardwired to believe in metaphor and similes.
This is the first thing we learned in religion in the creation myths, in the countless ways we use our
imagination as children and to some, as adults. Conspiracy consumers are used to suspending their
disbelief.

There’s a simple reason why we are drawn to myths. Facts are inconclusive, clinical and boring. But
add in a few insinuations, it becomes an instant sensation with the potential to go viral.

As a writer, part of my work has always been making new myths out of the common stuff of daily lives.
Yet there’s a line which I would never cross. It is the line that separates fiction from conspiracy
theories. The line which so many have crossed.

Watching the events unfold on January 6 from my mountain home near Sydney, I was struck not by
the monsters but by the man who caused it. The stories that came weren’t of dystopia but fairy tales.

***

Once upon a time, there was a man who knew he was born to be king. He was born in a republic. But
he ought to be king, and this was a grievance to him.

He chose the path least travelled – at least by most of his peers who thought highly of merits. It was
the path where anger and dishonesty won him respect from others. And he took their respect as his
due.
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He got lucky and was duly elected to the highest office. So he gathered around him people who told
him only what he wanted to hear.

Then, on the next election, he got unlucky. But despite his rages, he couldn’t get what he wanted,
which was to stay in office.

So he stirred the mob with insinuations. He was no man of peace, but too cowardly to lead from the
front. They didn’t succeed.

So this man who was born to be king left his office without the pomp he thought he deserved, and
without his just desserts.

***

There was a woman who believed in simple things. She knew Santa lived in the North Pole, and the
tooth fairy had left money for her teeth. She was of the ‘dying race’ whose glory days were spoken in
“there was a time when we …”.

When the king came to town, she came. She believed in the king, who was good, and just, and
righteous …

He asked her to vote for him, and she did. He asked her to get her family and friends to vote for him,
and she did. He asked her to come to the capital to defend him, and she did …

Marching down the last avenue, where the crowds chanted thunderously, she was reminded of a story
her dear departed mother told her once.

There was an old woman who went to the fairy’s cave. She found a fairy’s ointment and rubbed it over
one eyelid. Out of that eye, she’d see a wondrous palace filled with riches. Out of the unenchanted
one, there was only a dank and loamy cave.

But try as she would, down that long avenue, she couldn’t remember what happened next. But she
wished she knew – if there’d be some way to undo the enchantment.
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(re)thinking | (un)doing | mastery 
 

Rebecca Lloyd-Jones 

 
 

“to unthink mastery requires either a radically different understanding of what it could mean to be human or perhaps a thinking of 
the human that would not be human at all.”   

 
- Julietta Singh (un)thinking mastery
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The following is a multiform text, combining a creative and discursive exploration of performance practice in relation to percussion 
and gender. 

Sonic Vignettesi are intertwined within the pages. They act as a guided listening - juxtaposed within the formality of the work as an 
aim to displace the norms of academic discourse. 

Vulnerable reading and vulnerable listening are integral to this work. 
  

https://sonicvignettes.squarespace.com/episodes/unthinking-mastery
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(re)thinking, (un)doing, (un)tangling 
 
 

intimacies, surrogate humanities, new rules of grammar 
 

non-possessing, non-determining futures 
 

however one chooses to prescribe  
 

dispossession 
 

suchness, not events  
 

re-writing oneself   
 

fabulations of possibilities 
 

critical articulation of practice 
 

         ethical ontologies 
 

bodies, spaces 
 

            ways of listening  
 

 
an (un)thinking of mastery 
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“…listening, as opposed to voicing that which we ‘know’. Listening, as an act that might let each other in - psychically, physically 
- to another’s ways of inhabiting the world; to being entities that are always touching and being touched by others, even when we 

are not aware of this touching, even when this touching is entirely unpredictable.” 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

time binds: rituals  
 

Listening is an act in which everyone participates in their own way. Prescribed, chosen, active, 
unwilling, psychically, physically - we engage in listening in different ways based upon our 

personal experiences. Would a world of listening rather than voicing provide alternatives to the 
rigid forms of value that have become commonplace within Western Art Music practices? I am 

bowing a crotale and striking a temple bowl. A simplistic task, yet one which requires meticulous 
touch. By attempting to bind temporal and sonic space, through bowing and striking, I have 

required of myself a dexterity of patience, a stillness of body and mind – novel rituals of time that 
have existed for generations. 
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 3 

In Oaxaca, southern Mexico, the Zapotec communities acknowledge a third gender2 known to the culture as muxe.3 

One who is biologically born male, presents as predominately male, however exudes numerous female 

characteristics, creating a “third gender role between men and women, taking some of the characteristics of each”.4 

Exhibiting similarities to Polynesian, South Asian and other indigenous cultures throughout the world, muxe 

present a model of sexuality and gender contrary to the western hegemonic model we are all too familiar with.5 

Comparison of what it means to be a ‘man’ or a ‘woman’ within a social construct carries completely different 

functions, restrictions and expectations depending on the circumstance. For instance, the norms of 18th Century 

Europe, comparatively to first nations indigenous Australians circa 65000BCE, to how such titles impact us today, 

mean immensely different things. Contemporary Western societies acknowledging gender as a social construct and 

critiquing it as such, attributes to recognizing and disrupting the behaviors and expectations outlined to us through 

contact and culture.  Gender norms are highly embedded in our socialized worlds and unpacking the concepts of 

femininity and masculinity that have been presented to us for generations, goes beyond the debate of biological 

determinism. With difference being bred out, and yet bred into the process of socialization, challenging ideas of 

masculinity and femininity can all too often mean a challenge of the political. 
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Western Art Music6 is not and should not be exempt of these critical and difficult conversations. 

Acknowledging that our worlds and social institutions are gendered (along with the literal institutions we 

maneuver), is to acknowledge the repetition of a gendered social construct, and how consciously (and 

unconsciously) we have reproduced the organization of gender in our worlds. The social institutions we live 

among are also at times unknowingly or unconsciously biased institutions, and to speak of gender 

inequalities (as is now commonplace to do in music critique) is to also acknowledge the constructs that have 

formed, and continue to inform musical traditions; colonialism, capitalism, white supremacy, the impacts 

and distributions of labor resulting in economic systems of restraint (etc.). Likewise, gendered implications 

are forever intersected with race and this also requires the acknowledgment of white supremacy as a 

consistent generational system of oppression.   

The Western Art Music canon and contemporary/classical music genres are not exempt to issues of social justice. It 

can be a misplaced ideal that music is a ‘universal language’ that transcends borders and connects all peoples. 

Sometimes, perhaps this utopia is the case, however, music theory and the majority of classical/contemporary 

music programming, as it exists and is taught today, reinforces the colonial structure of European knowledge/ideals 
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 5 

(primarily emanating from the enlightenment period) and has re-enforced over generations the hierarchies of white 

music being ‘developed’ and elitist, with non-white musical structures being deemed as lesser than.7 The formation 

of our modern communities is highly influenced by the diversity of the individuals within our social constructs – a 

search for identity and the space which it can exist among. The assertion of one’s identity can be the searching for 

a freedom of identity and an attempt to break into the ‘universal’ and to disrupt the structures of domination – an 

act of self-dispossession.8 The institution of Western Art Music should not be excluded from its responsibility of 

reflexive dispossession.9 
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matter + meaning: frequencies 

 
I am playing on a large calf-skin bass drum with a superball. Though a simple and sometimes 
banal percussive technique, creating a continuous and cantabile type phrase with a superball 
requires an intense virtuosity that deals with instabilities. “matter is not stable and cannot be 
mastered, despite the narrative fictions that enable us to imagine and engage it as such.” By 
gliding the superball along the bass drum, feeling for points of friction, I can create melodic 
phrases of varying spectrums that resonate at differing frequencies. It’s unknown what sonic 

material will emerge - I am situated in unpredictability and imperfection. Rites of listening are 
required, a ritual of touch is required, the finesse of the skin of the drumhead – intimacies. A 

landscape where one listens for intricacies and journeys. 
 
 
 

https://sonicvignettes.squarespace.com/episodes/unthinking-mastery
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Personal experience not only influences and curates our social paradigms, but it also influences experience; race, 

the cultures engaged with, class, ethnicity, freedom of religion, sexual orientation etc. Whether that applies to the 

individual, the institution, the ‘white male’10, the ‘white feminist’, whomever; unpacking the politics surrounding 

the inclusion of invisibility are one (among many) possible entry points for the discussion of the deconstruction 

(reconstruction) of our musical communities. An essential part of unpacking the themes mentioned above is 

looking for the border spaces in our societies which can attempt to unlock the privileges of invisibility, and not 

simply reverting to oppositional, or ‘othering’ them. Considering that the world of gender ideology contains a very 

broad spectrum/scale of opinion with no one specific unilateral view at play; there is no wonder there can be 

disagreement and contention surrounding the narrative of gender. If gender is a fluid assemblage of definition and 

personal choice (a spectrum or scale per se) – then it is only logical to speak of masculinity and femininity in terms 

of plurality, not as opposition. An in-motion pendulum independently drifting between masculinities and 

femininities. Not simply comparing the difference between masculinity and femininity, but the differences within 

the two forms themselves – expanding the definitions and expanding one’s confidence in sitting on this scale 

regardless of our biological sex.  To embed this concept into the practice of music, the concept of mastery or 

virtuosity, leads me further to exploring the idea of the feminine influence on performance practice and how we 
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can develop the concept of virtuosities. In most western musical canonic traditions, there has been a strive for 

communal goals and expectations, an achieving of mastery of a repertoire or instrument. A forging of spaces; the 

formation of spoken and unspoken traditions. Repetition has been a key component of forming and advocating for 

such tradition. As acknowledged with gender and its relation to place in society, it has been revealed to us as an 

insistent repetition of a heteronormative hegemonic function. The practice and canon of music is not dissimilar. 

Repetition has played a role on macro and micro levels to forge the existence of musical practices– the 

perpetuation of things, of doing, the formation of ‘tradition’. The body, our musical bodies, can also take on the 

role or can be viewed as a historical convention – a tradition. A body of work, musical bodies, bringing music to 

others through our bodies. Bodies as historical facts – they act as historical narrative.11 But which bodies are 

allowed or not allowed into what spaces and with what agency? Not simply physical bodies, but also metaphorical 

bodies – the aesthetics of a body of work; musical traditions. Our bodies embody the possibilities that are 

conditioned by historical convention but can also uprise to exceed them. However, the trace of a tradition is present 

– for instance, the hermeneutic circle being engaged with will always contain something of the other within the 

interpretation.12 The composer is present, the performer is present, the interpretation lives, the audience influences, 

the situation dictates; we are in a matrix of signifiers and signified.13 
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“like the physical bodies mastered through colonization, so too were languages - both colonial and native - envisioned 

as bodies that needed either to be mastered or repudiated in the passage toward national independence.” 
 

 
 

 
vulnerable reading rewrites me: terrains 
 

I tell myself that when I work my aim is to discover new musical forms/musical languages. But am I 
not just re-creating a form of mastery – contributing to the masses of alternate masteries? The 
realization that history is one continual catastrophic event. I am not immune to ‘multitudes’ 

‘thingification’ and ‘masterful dynamics.’ How do I engage in vulnerable readings of my sounds, so 
that they rewrite me, as opposed to me taking master over them? Mythical stasis. How do I maneuver 

different terrains of sound, requiring different levels and types of virtuosities, without resulting in 
conquest? “the struggle of our times is the struggle against the overrepresentation of the Western 

conception of Man that pretends to be the human itself.” 
 

 

https://sonicvignettes.squarespace.com/episodes/unthinking-mastery
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If “music becomes itself through the connection to the body,’’14 how we embody and rearticulate music, and the 

decisions we make, or feel expected to make (to contribute to the canon) affect and bring to fruition a specific type 

of practice. A practice of promotion, of established norms, of expectations, and one which promotes value of one 

thing over another. An ecosystem where certain pieces, composers or aesthetics promote profit or social capital 

over others. We begin to identify commodity; we are seeing structures of domination in play. However, in 

opposition to this cyclic of conformity, “Repetition shows there can be no repetition.”15 Through the replication of 

repertoire, and through that act of repeating modes of performance, repetition actually becomes something which is 

not possible – how can we recreate the same situations again to engage with a validation of repetition? Repetition 

as a myth? As mythical as the idea of the ‘woman’? Something which is not as authentic as we have granted it to 

be. Perhaps trusting in repetition is disingenuous? Confronting issues of embodiment, corporeality, individualism, 

traditional constructs and expectations, highlight more intricately the commodity of engaging with a practice 

through fetishizing generational aesthetics.  

Although the physical body in relation to embodiment and corporeality are themes that have been dissected 

in many ways, and for generations in the humanities,16 dialogue in relation to percussion performance 
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practice is slowly becoming unpacked but has been perched from a biased le regard 17 – predominately, the 

masculine. To argue that percussion is predominately a gendered male practice is confronting, potentially 

problematic, but not necessarily inaccurate. If when referring to things being gendered by the definition of 

the process of socialization according to the gender norm, and whereby the majority or work is being defined 

by and valued by the dominant relationships within the practice, it is impossible to argue that percussion is a 

gendered feminine practice. The surface view tells us that this is a male dominated and masculine discipline. 

That’s not to say that the ‘men’ within the discipline don’t exude feminine qualities or aren’t forging change, 

but rather I am questioning what role does acknowledging, valuing and advocating for the feminine in 

virtuosity (or our pluralities) interrupt the dominant narrative, and how does that influence the view of the 

global Percussionist?  How do we avoid freezing cultural practices in time - ones which are unique to place 

or cultures (bodies) - whilst still understanding our relationships to our objects (our instruments), allowing 

them to become dynamic agents that forge multiple distinct identities?  How do we avoid generic tropes of 

otherness whilst still engage in joining, interaction, being, doing, cohabitating? 
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“…coherent narratives of self and mastery are always based on far more fragile materialities and psychic displacement than their 

narratives enable.” 
 
 

 
 
 

vital ambivalence: tactilities  
 

Discovering fragility in sound is interesting to me. The tactile qualities of sound draw me in. 
Displacing narratives within my music, combing the fragile with the tactile upon a dichotomy of 
incoherent melodic fragments. This habit shows my ambivalence toward a fidelity. It’s vital for 

me to stay away from being sovereign, but to keep searching for how I engage with material 
relations that exceed language - to continue to search for an aurality which exceeds capture. 

 
 

https://sonicvignettes.squarespace.com/episodes/unthinking-mastery
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I don’t believe that sound is gendered or can be gendered, or that we should go down the path where we begin to 

claim a gendering to the acoustic realms which we permeate. However, through the analysis of the aesthetics of 

culture, and the aesthetics of the practice of percussion, we can do more to diversify the way in which we 

conceptualize the sonic Percussionist. Percussion is not necessarily a communal practice – it is much more 

individualized and fragmented than publicly perceived. Every individual component of one percussionist’s make-

up, effects the sound production and outcome of doing; the setup of instruments, the size of the bodies executing 

the repertoire, the lived experience of the body that is committing to this repertoire, the ‘who is this for’ or ‘why 

this is happening’ etc.  Every one of the micro aspects almost makes it impossible to develop a communal macro. 

An inability to trust in conformity; and in my view, this makes percussion unable to give in to conformity. 

Percussion is not simply one instrument, one definition, one identity. It is fractured. But perhaps this is its true 

virtuosity – its multiplicity is its beauty. How the ‘instrument’ permeates many border-spaces. A sense of 

multiplicity from its inception, subjectivity dictating its encounter, to take from Bracha Ettinger’s philosophy of the 

matrixial, perhaps percussion could be an art from that is “opening acoustic and tactile potentialities – coming into 

fruition without being held or lost.”18 
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How could Bracha L. Ettinger’s theory of the ‘matrixial borderspace’ offer an alternative lens (not oppositional) to 

the complexity of gender in performance? 19 One where the subject and the object are not concerned with existing, 

but where the matrixial offers an escape of the phallic opposition of masculine to feminine. Breaking beyond the 

fortressed discourse of the phallic and moving into an open space past/alongside it. Could unpacking music 

through Ettinger’s radical philosophy change the vocabulary and discourse around how we view the structures of 

behaviors and perceptions in society but also the Western Art Music tradition? How would that influence the 

outcome of performance? Could Ettinger’s weavings of trauma, futurity and dying influence the hermeneutic circle 

of performance? That there is simply no end and beginning, but that there is a pre-historic, and an ‘end’ which 

signifies the perpetual rebeginning – a process of traumatic renewal.20 Could adopting a practice of pre-historic and 

yet perpetual beginning create a hermeneutic cycle in classical music that starts to break down the barriers of 

hegemonic tradition? An elaboration to historical time? Would there be a shift in the role of performer, composer 

and audience? Moving beyond an opposition and to a beside phallic logic - the matrixial - would there be a 

different approach and appreciation to repertoire in the conservatory, the goals being set – the culture achieved?21 

Not a surface reevaluation, but an extension at the core of aesthetics. History is an event without witness, and we 

are witnesses without an event – a (re)thinking, (un)doing of mastery.  
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This work aims to pose questions, not necessarily to give answers – to begin dialogues. 

It is an effort to approach performance practice from a critical lens, but whilst still applying ‘matters of care’.22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/squarespace
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Orchestral playing as embodied knowledge –  

an unintended lament 

On A single voice, by Susan Philipsz 

 
 
For many months of late, the question ‘will orchestras survive the pandemic?’ has been 
asked of your favourite search engine. This is an important variation of a larger question 
about the survival of live performance events and seasons – music, theatre, dance, 
and the infinite combinations, practices, experiments between. Acknowledging these 
concerns, journalists have tended to emphasise financial survival of a certain arts 
organisation, or the impacts of government-imposed shutdowns on a national 
economy’s ‘arts and creative sector’. Yet when I think of survive in this context, my 
fingertips prickle, heels reach into the ground, attention broadens into noticing the back 
of my shoulders and upright spine, physical sensations and sound space radiating from 
there. I sigh deeply (a life-sustaining reflex), and worry, above all, about loss of 
embodied knowledges. 
 

Print brochures [have been] replaced with digital versions of our Gallery maps 

 
‘A single voice, by Susan Philipsz? Yes, Gallery 28, level 3’, I’m told, from behind a 
new acrylic window. Although faint, the clack of the near-empty escalator evokes 
rhythms of the near-empty tram that brought me to the NGV Triennial (closes 19 April 
2021) in central Melbourne. 
 
I enter Gallery 28. For Philipsz’s work it’s a rectangular blackbox theatre, centred on a 
large, wide screen, and discreetly configured with twelve-channel sound. Here on the 
wall I read that each speaker is transducing one of twelve tones from the first violin part 
of an opera score, Aniara, composed in 1959 by Karl-Birger Blomdahl. The opera is 
based on a science-fiction epic of failed migration to Venus and Mars from a desolated 
Earth, a poem by Swedish writer Harry Martinson, first published in 1956. I learn later 
that, in his scientific study of the poem (1958), mathematician Tord Hall described 
Martinson’s Aniara as ‘the first great epic of the atomic age’. 
 

Wearing a mask is strongly recommended when visiting NGV 

 
I no longer play in an orchestra or chamber group. But years of orchestral training, 
begun when I was an eight-year-old student of violin, taught me that playing an 
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instrument as part of a live ensemble is, at its best, an ever-renewing relational 
experiment. For hundreds of years this relational experiment has relied chiefly on the 
spatio-temporal proximity of participating bodies (their heat, moisture, porosity, 
responsiveness), and on the musicians’ mutual and immediate awareness: their skills as 
instrumentalists and as audiences for the sounds they make and blend – note after note 
and all around at the same time. 
 
Through untold hours inside the rank-and-file of a violin or viola section, this kind of 
relational experiment has been so pleasurable. Not unusually, once in a while my 
experience has included a state of rapt absorption, even in the earliest years, when I was 
feeling for coloured stripes on the violin fingerboard, half-pretending to read printed 
music. Still strong from the training and working in orchestras are memories – muscle, 
perceptual, situated – that foster a detailed, whole-body alertness and involvement as 
a mode of listening to music of many kinds. And this ‘string-player’ sensing out- and 
inwards into encounter with music remains most available and refreshing to me in a 
live, immersive performance. 
 
While I circumambulate the space of Gallery 28, senses and their feedback begin to 
adjust, settle into the pervading shadow. From inconstant musical silence (not 
noiselessness – one long wall of the gallery is open): single notes, thin chords, high-
trilled phrases, spread, scatter, soon decay around the space. Repetition brings no hint of 
melody or intervals seeking resolution. The narrative momentum of epic has long been 
numbed. The varied sensual impulses of opera are annulled.  
 
I sit to one side on a cushioned bench. Other visitors wander in and out, all briefly: I’m 
mostly by myself. Today there are no COVID-19 patients in hospital in Victoria, and no 
locally acquired new cases of the virus have been identified for a fortnight. Even so 
I decide against loosening the face mask I wear. This occasional trip though the city has 
induced a mood of unease, and now in Gallery 28 a vague desolation circulates and 
descends through me. As conventionally understood, sound doesn’t travel in the hard 
vacuum of outer space. Are these slivers of recorded violin displaced motifs, perhaps, 
for the dark solitude of far-flung galaxies? Sound-parings of regret for a ruined pulsing 
of life-on-Earth?  
 
No, not quite. More than images for ‘a sci-fi tragedy’ (prompted by the wall text), for 
me this fickle tracery of notes repeating, dispersing, repeating in their hour-long loop 
brings forward desire for the pleasures of live orchestral performance. Performance of 
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the kind in which I can be physically and spatially co-present with the players – where 
co-presence makes possible a synergistic enquiry into experience of the music 
inseparable from experience of our specific, breathing bodies, converging, gathered, 
porous to particle and wave. ‘In-person’ performance of the kind that, on balance, until 
very recently, the crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic has made too risky to undertake 
or attend. 
 

Some of the new protective measures to expect when you visit NGV include: [...] 
Floor markers in key areas of the Gallery that remind us to all stay 1.5 metres apart 

 
Blomdahl’s 1959 score for Aniara has been described as ‘wildly inventive, at times 
prophetically psychedelic’. It encompasses woodwind and alto saxophone, brass, timpani 
and other drums (‘4 performers’), harp, pianoforte, vibraphone, a ‘speaker system for tape 
playback’, and a ‘loudspeaker system for band players’. By so radically attenuating the 
twelve-tone foundation of Blomdahl’s very full and eclectic orchestration, Philipsz 
exaggerates its musico-dramatic ambiguity.  
 
She goes further, of course, anatomising the first violin part itself: another layer of 
displacement – or indeed, dislocation. From its opening page, the opera score introduces 
a first violin solo line, and the tutti line divided into three voices. Something of this 
richness can be inferred from the film that is the nexus of Philipsz’s installation. In high 
definition it shows violinist Leila Akhmetova, seated alone, fitted with headphones and 
reading from a ghost-white violin part. She’s also following a multitrack audio mix 
from the opera score, via a blue-glowing computer screen angled beside her music 
stand. Yet Akhmetova plays only in sparse moments. She plays fragments from the 
sheet music, notes heard like extra pinpoints of light kindled by the other fragments, the 
other violin tones, as they flicker from their separate speakers around the space.  
 
Watching the film, I recognise Akhmetova’s concentration on the arc of a note 
sustained elsewhere in the Aniara orchestra. The trick of pressing out on the fingerboard 
the phrase from another violin part, to ensure her next entry is accurately timed; 
the importance of an unhurried page-turn. Her bow strokes are decisive and smooth, her 
sound sonorous. 
 
Philipsz’s film is the result of a circling camera that highlights the poise of 
Akhmetova’s performance, the precision and variety of her gestures for so many 
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disjointed notes. Magnified on screen, the nuance of each sound she creates is allied to 
her own and the viewer’s experience of her body in learned, distilled affinity with her 
instrument – the technology and ‘single voice’ of the violin she plays. 
 

Hand sanitiser [is] located on all levels for your convenience 

 
If the fine touch and command of Akhmetova’s intelligence as violinist are clear, I find 
myself remembering the cramped, slightly scoured feeling of listening through studio 
headphones, hardware that can unsettle the fit of cheek and neck to the violin chinrest. 
Seated in the gallery, I shiver to recall the regulated cold of soundproofed recording 
rooms, the violin E- string’s special sensitivity to this. And the strain of not listening 
outwards past the headphones to the rest of my body’s hearing, when I recorded solo 
while not a soloist – the introversion, so useful, so counterintuitive, when cutting a track 
for an ensemble work. 
 
Akhmetova’s playing is compelling. Nonetheless, by the warm shine of its hues and 
form her violin becomes the most vital element of the film. I notice a contrasting 
remoteness in Akhmetova, her solemnity, psychophysical containment, isolation. I mark 
how the insistently mobile camera immobilises her – as the large screen has been fixing 
me in one place, on the gallery bench. I jump to my feet.  
 
Suddenly I’m feeling immense sympathy for Akhmetova: she’s a young orchestral 
player bereft of all but intimations of an orchestra that are sundry, and fixed. 
Unsuppressed, this could be a small symphony orchestra augmented by electronic tape; 
for a season of Aniara the opera, one gathered into the bristling dell of a theatre pit. 
There, shoulder-to-shoulder with the other musicians, Akhmetova could enjoy the 
quickness, the much wider, generative range of her embodied knowledge as a string-
player. A single voice places the violinist in endless quarantine from the intimate, 
somatic community of an orchestra.  
 
I recall the inherited violin I keep in its worn carry-case. Then imagine countless violins 
played only alone through strict lockdowns around the world. Compassion swells when 
I think of the great efforts required to produce virtual orchestras for digital platforms, 
each instrumentalist somewhere at home, performing to their smartphone. Those 
contributing, whether musicians, sound artists, technicians, or publicists, wouldn’t be 
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immune to the strain, the biopsychosocial fatigue (‘Zoom fatigue’), caused by intense 
online collaboration. 
 
Yes, the artificially synchronised musical results are far less important than the 
collective enthusiasm to circulate a performance in a way deemed most ‘COVID safe’, 
and most smoothly, digitally accessible. Surely, though, such endeavours also try to 
assuage anxiety about the demise of orchestral playing ‘in real life’? Orchestral playing 
in which two or more rank-and-file string players might sit before one music stand. 
Orchestral playing as an embodied discipline involving visceral attunement to being-in-
and-of music-making that respires, shifts, fleetingly transforms the air local to a space 
and time shared together, ensemble, by the participants. 
 

Your health and personal safety comes first and the NGV is closely following the 
Victorian Chief Health Officer’s guidance as we adapt our operations and visitor 

experience to help protect the wellbeing of our community 

 
Assuming that humanity has entered ‘the rebirth of pandemic age’ no less, A single 
voice won’t lack pertinence for a while. First presented in 2017, Philipsz’s rigorous and 
imaginative installation rewards contemplation, accumulates into a strangely poignant, 
haunting proposition. Neither she nor Akhmetova can be credited with prescience about 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the related distress thrust upon live art. However, when I visit 
NGV Triennial, A single voice resonates with myriad questions about survival, 
including those about orchestras. With sharpened memories of joyful aliveness as an 
orchestral violinist, I wonder especially about the survival of orchestral playing. 
 
Weeks afterwards, A single voice resonates again, and similarly, when by sheer good 
luck, labour, and resourcefulness the Castlemaine State Festival of 2021 presents an 
outdoor concert by the Goldner String Quartet. Hardly an orchestra. Regardless, in the 
company of ‘fellow concertgoers’ the sound, the opening bars of a well-loved piece 
brought one reviewer to tears: tears of ‘a lament for Covid times’, as well as emergent 
hope. 
 
 
 

Cynthia Troup  
Lauriston Victoria, 31 March 2021 
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1/ Pawn shop (2018) 
2/ Dumping (2020) 

3/ Triple cunt (2020) 
4/ Suicidal tendencies (2018) 

5/ Night vision (2020) 
6/ Dead cat (2019) 

7/ Nature strip (2018) 
 

Glenn Sloggett works in a cheese factory 
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BLESSED:
ANOTHER
DYSPHORIA
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All day upholding how little you know
about how bad you are

doing whatever it is you do
not really but trying

meaning that you replace
others with another.

More glasses of milk to not make sense
more streaks on the glass window

of your soulless soul.
More music for the

drumless cavern thinking your
thoughts at 120bpm                        upholding

your Realisation with more distractions
torrenting another diagnosis, seeding the
pathologising habit for a rainier day

but do you have anything left to excuse yourself after dinner with?

In a way you know already - how close you get then
rounding the corner of your mind to hide from the same mirrors.

For instance, the Teacher slapping you in January
you feeling it in June.

Starting the waterworks in July,
thirsting in September.

At some point your cheeks stopped smarting and your
mind started

pullporking every elation and disappointment
tailor-made for this runoff mouth

down whatever street you pretend to hate --
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It’s still not about the money.

You don’t have it anyway but you do
have this twill of fear between your

teeth.
You are as tall as the ride you’re lining

up for.       Feeling flighty
never understanding the rollercoaster

as a temporary accomplishment of height
the plummet not being love, not really

feeling disillusioned, the best customer,
you wait and wait and wait and wait

never bumping into the k-hole
never loving, so convinced of falling --

throwing up at the end to prove you had a good time
or at least some good drugs

or maybe just
bile but

therefore confirming the capacity to know you’re blackout
souling into another substance to

half abuse.

Sliding the tent pegs into the
Blair_Witch_Project.mp4 of your mind

the pegs proverbial
as in a mouth                               now in the dirt, with mouthfuls like

“Sorry, not this time”
“You made a promise”

A certain ringless finger erecting a middle way between
the asscheeks of your mind -- tasting, soiling
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so unpress the button
unstir the cream and sugar

unwhip the egg

wild horses are never led to water
which doesn’t mean that they don’t drink

but not really existing anyway --

so even hypothetically,
not really thirsting.

Never having been reigned,
sovereign and yet so keen to dethrone by way of mental acrobatics,

you on the horse riding into
my town, or the next one over,
not surprising, not personal,

not really disappointing.
not really shooting ‘em up.

So unsweat the last three summers of your life which were a
lie anyway.
How clever you are at saying

this was the most --
that was the least --

there’s where i felt --
like that was --

someone else’s --
thinking that i might be --

But tell me, how do you justify throwing
up how little was on your plate?

If we don’t believe in the cleanse and purge of Catholicism, why are you
crucifying
another dinner with the idea
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of your foot in the door
looking both ways so you can

abseil your way into hell by way of peak hour traffic?

Okay.

So I drag my feet too, maybe
I’m even more sallow than you admit to yourself.

Yeah I groan in the hallway of
my abridged version of everything, which negates your commentary on
someone else’s whatever pile of additives and substitutes.

We never end, can’t, and that’s not an idea, or mine.
But for the record,

the conversation we didn’t have is
the statement of intention.

everyone gets that, which is why they struggle with it. Alphabet soups that,
which is why kids eat it.

In a certain regard, given enough time even monkeys will
come to write Shakespeare’s unsent sext, manically recalling how little
dinner

you think you’ve eaten for yourself.
Are you paying attention?

You know on some level because I do --
the accuracy of mundanity,
the impossibility of telepathy, how omniscience
doesn’t produce reason but rather disarms it.

Whoever’s list of symptoms, which is a recipe
for a state of mind arranged in a human plate

still won’t fill the hole in your bowl. Call them seductions
they’re still unsexy.
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It doesn’t have to be done this way.

even if your mum did it that way
even if the packet tells you
and if it doesn’t
you’ve noticed how poorly this works
how nothing in this place ever gets fixed.
how no clits are found.
how nothing is united.

Don’t pretend that keeping on or breaking tradition isn’t
just another excuse to
play with a broken mirror.

And all those spoons were different from what you or I joked about.
Did you realise?

The creamer on the plane doesn’t know what to do with your hands
your soda water lovesickness.

The fridge sealant on this sadness microwave
heating up your leftover reasons

for doing anything, for anything else, at any time, ever.

There’s a steaming pile of dumplings that don’t
just occur. I mean they do, but they don’t.

Someone suffering or praising
thinking about how it could be better next time round

bothering no one at all          pigeon toed as if saying it out loud
means more or less that it’s real or worse.

This time, like all the times before that,
your mind is again

the difference between small talk and a prayer,
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dumplings always getting caught in the middle.

Sorry dumplings.

Armless still I       used my mouth to
embrace how hypocritical I got as a way of swallowing your
disappointment which was a mistake anyway.

Not foreclosing your right to belong I’m saying
flamethrow me if you need.
And if you need kerosene, I know a place.

Whatever you want or don’t want
we come here often

can’t help it
the trashcan of now, the landfill of yesterday,

the automated IKEA factory of tomorrow
ubering yourself into a three body problem.

The cavernous vagina of everything
these heaped piles of ideas about everything
scraps boneless water noise anything you want --

The things you hide.
The invitations you accept as a way to avoid responsibility.

The dishonesty right there next to the
sad bread roll and the vinaigrette sachet always spurting onto the cherry
tomato depression.

Having you for dinner or decidedly not,
still didn’t fill the hole in this spoon.

People are most gracious to a chicken once it’s roasted.
They will kill the turkey to demonstrate
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how grateful they are
for this house they hate.

An averagely human shaped bag of blood and bone will
fertilise these roses I’m writing about rather unconvincingly.
And still I know

I’d give them to you even if I didn’t
and wouldn’t. The generosity without effort.

It’s not stealing if it’s a thief in
an empty house, I’m saying take it all.
Take it all off.

Do you have a preference if I cut your arms off?
If yes, then

1) Enough said.

Still not answering the dumplings. But sure... Whatever
you want off this menu of collected bias naturalised as
action and choice.       I guess I wanted you to

take it all off.
Being a thief myself, I forgot how little I had to give for you to take off with
nothing
at all. I tried to give you these
roses I didn’t. Now I’m really giving them, can you
see?

I take them back.
Unsend the cheque
Unbill the service
Unbook the getaway

All these horses, the car, the metaphor, the wav file,
all these splinters caught in the webbed toes of
your life --  untick the box. Unseed the
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future farm.                                         The roses can wait. They can’t but they
do.

watercress and lilypad
the goldfish plop                          a woman emerging from
from
from   ?                               these are the details to concentrate on

The details that get so detailed they become
vague

which tells you how shit you
are at concentrating

which tells you a funnier story about how very good you are at
noticing how shit you are at concentrating.

-- Yeah, so who’s doing that again?

Kill him too.  And you know this has happened before. Don’t pretend.

When you come to at the dining table, the guests next to you
aren’t dead,

but they’re not there either.
You feel this. It’s wordless and you know there are no excuses.

No mirrors, no hiding, no details, no trying, no failing. No spoon, no
hole, no table, no chair. No dinner. No after dinner.

Failing to sustain, you decide
how swollen your stomach is with all these leftover anothers.

Roses I’m sorry you wilted. We made ourselves wait and you responded
accordingly. Don’t worry I CC’d VCTR in everything. I’m not a nice person.
I’m telling you to take anything you want. My body, the song, my life force,
windhorse -- and this is why you left empty handed as a thief in an empty
house (Repeat x 3)
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ADSR Zine
[attack, decay, sustain, release]

ADSR Zine is an online platform established in November 2018 by Elia Bosshard, James 
Hazel and Sonya Holowell. It is a quarterly publication that features writing from 
contributors who are, or who work with contemporary practising artists. We value the 
process of reflection, translation, interpretation, critical response and active engagement 
with Australian art and performance.
 
We believe that the artist is not only an expert in their field, but offers an important voice 
beyond the scope of their primary discipline. Artists are welcomed to move beyond this 
scope to embrace naivety, presenting the sweep, the details, or a combination of both.  
 
As a magazine with a strong interdisciplinary focus, the online format allows for the 
delivery of written, sonic and visual resources to present, support and facilitate discourse 
between practising artists.

WHAT WE DO
 
ADSR Zine offers a 3-part conceptual scaffold that is designed to evoke experimental and 
non-formalist approaches to responsive writing and media within a contemporary arts and 
performance context.

OUR POINT OF DEPARTURE

ADSR Zine is a platform for discourse that encourages experimental approaches to 
discussing visual, performative and sound art. Functioning from an ‘art begets art’ premise, 
we offer contributors significant creative license.
We are influenced by the wave of 70’s and 80’s experimental music and art publications 
( NMA, Sounds Australia) which were platforms for creative and innovative solutions to 
writing and conceptualising experimental work.

TEAM

Zine Editors = James Hazel and Elia Bosshard
Website Design = Elia Bosshard
Cover Art = Eliza Savage

http://www.rainerlinz.net/NMA/
http://www.rainerlinz.net/NMA/



